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Abstract 
Workpiece turnover is completed automatically by the automatic turnover device in automatic production 
line,Workpiece turnover device is an important part of automatic production line. Its hydraulic system was designed, 
its working principle was analysed, and the PLC control system was designed according to the control requirements 
to the hydraulic system of workpiece turnover. The Siemens PLC of SIMATIC S7-200 CPU266 was selected and a 
STEP7-Micro/WIN programming software was used to program the system control process. Using PLC control 
hydraulic system, can be very easy to meet process requirements, improve greatly the system stability, reliability, 
security and automation level. 
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1. Introduction
Workpiece turnover device is an important part of the automatic production line, workpiece turnover is
achieved well by using hydraulic control of the mechanical device[1]. PLC (Programmable Logic 
Controller, referred to as PLC) is digital operation of electronic system designed for applications in 
industrial environments. Integrating computer technology, automatic control technology and 
communication technology, it becomes the core equipment to achieve stand-alone, workshops and factory 
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automation. It has advantages of high reliability, strong anti-interference, flexible combination, simple 
programming, easy maintenance and also[2]. In this paper, SIMATIC S7-200 series programmable 
controllers and other components were used to constitute electrical control system for hydraulic system of 
workpiece turnover device of automated production lines to meet the control requirements. 
2. Hydraulic System Design 
2.1. Hydraulic System Design Requirements 
Workpiece turnover device  can clamp the workpiece and then turn them over 180°. It works in the 
following order: 
Down the executive body→Clamping the workpiece→Up the executive body→The workpiece 
turnover 180°→Down the executive body→Releasing the workpiece→Up the executive body. One 
cycle .is completed. 
To meet above requirements, the workpiece turnover device tend to adopt hydraulic system.. 
2.2. Hydraulic System Diagram 
Hydraulic system diagram is shown in Figure 1[3]. The direction of movement of the lifting cylinder 9 
is controlled by the three four-way solenoid valve 7, the clamping cylinder 10 by the three four-way 
solenoid valve 12 and the flipping hydraulic cylinder 13 by the three four-way solenoid valve 14. One-
way throttle valve 8 and 11 are used in speed adjustment of the return oil throttle. The executive body is 
controlled by the lifting cylinder 9, the clamping cylinder 10 and the flipping hydraulic cylinder 13. One-
way throttle valve 8 is also used to balance the dead weight of the lifting cylinder and its working bodies 



















Figure 1  hydraulic system diagram 
1- filter  2、3- double vane pump  4- Tank  5、6- relief valve  7、12、14- solenoid valve   8、11- one-way throttle valve   
9-lifting cylinde 10- clamping cylinder  13- turning  cylinder  15- throttle valve 
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2.3. working principle of the hydraulic system 
The action order of hydraulic system are shown in Table 1[4]: 
Table 1. Action sequence table of hydraulic system 
Magnet status 
Sequence 
number Signal Source Action Name 
1YA 2YA 3YA 4YA 5YA 6YA
1 
Press the Start button 
（Push limit switch S5） Lifting cylinder down +      
2 Push limit switch S2 clamping cylinder clamping   +    
3 Push limit switch S4 Lifting cylinder up  +     
4 Push limit switch S1 turnover device turning     +  
5 Push limit switch S6 Lifting cylinder down +      
6 Push limit switch S2 workpiece released    +   
7 Push limit switch S3 Lifting cylinder up  +     
8 Push limit switch S1 clamping cylinder piston rod back to the position      + 
 
3. PLC Control System Design [5] 
3.1. PLC I/O address allocation 
According to the design principles to reduce costs, considering control requirements to the hydraulic 
system of workpiece turnover, we selected the Siemens PLC of SIMATIC S7-200 CPU266. According to 
the specific requirements of the control object, the PLC's input and output points were determined. The 
I/O address allocation was in table 2. 
3.2. System Software Design 
A STEP7-Micro/WIN programming software was used to program the system control process, the 
flow chart was shown in Figure 2. 
4. Summary 
Workpiece turnover has been achieved well by using hydraulic control of the mechanism movement. 
Using PLC control hydraulic system, can be very easy to meet process requirements. 
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Table 2. I/O address allocation table 
Input section Output section 
address component Input signal address component Output signal 
I0.0 SB1 system startup Q0.0 1YA lifting cylinder down 
I0.1 SB2 system to stop Q0.1 2YA lifting cylinder up 
I0.2 SB3 automatic control Q0.2 3YA clamping cylinder clamping 
I0.3 SB4 manual control Q0.3 4YA clamping cylinder releasing 
I0.4 S1 limit switch 1 Q0.4 5YA turnover cylinder turning 
I0.5 S2 limit switch 2 
I0.6 S3 limit switch 3 
Q0.5 6YA Clamping cylinder piston rod back to 
the position 
I0.7 S4 limit switch 4    
I1.0 S5 limit switch 5    























Figure 2   hydraulic control system program flow chart 
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PLC joint control with the hydraulic can simplify control circuit, reduce the volume of control device, 
improve the system stability and reliability and reduce the failure rate. And the operator is very 
convenient and simple to achieve a variety of operation in human-machine interface, the working 
efficiency is greatly improved. It has wide application prospect in automatic production. 
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